
Goin' Down (P)
Count: 48 Wall: 0 Level: Partner

Choreographer: Stompin' Sue (USA) & The Other Ones
Music: When the Sun Goes Down - Kenny Chesney & Uncle Kracker

BRUSH, HOOK, RIGHT SHUFFLE, BRUSH, HOOK, LEFT SHUFFLE
1-2 Brush right forward, hook right in front of left shin
3&4 Shuffle forward right-left-right
5-6 Brush left forward, hook left in front of right shin
7&8 Shuffle forward left-right-left

ROCK, STEP, ½ TURN SHUFFLE, ROCK, STEP, TURN SHUFFLE
9-10 BOTH: Rock forward on right, rock back on left
11&12 BOTH: Shuffle right-left-right while making a ½ turn to right into a reverse cape position
13-14 BOTH: Rock forward on left, rock back on right
15&16 MAN: Dropping right hands, shuffle left-right-left in place while making a ¼ turn to left.
 LADY: Moving toward LOD, shuffle left-right-left to make a ¾ turn to left
End with lady facing ILOD and man facing OLOD, with left shoulders aligned

RIGHT SIDE SHUFFLE, ROCK, STEP, 4 STEP WALKING TURN INTO CAPE
17&18 BOTH: Shuffle right-left-right to right side
Moving away from each other, lady toward LOD, man toward RLOD
19-20 BOTH: Rock back on left behind right, rock forward on right
21-24 MAN: Walk a ¼ turn to left stepping left, right, left, right
Raising the left hands for the lady to pass beneath, returning to the cape position facing LOD
 LADY: Walk a ¾ turn to left stepping left, right, left, right
Pass under the raised left hands and return to the cape position on the man's right.

LEFT BACK SHUFFLE, ROCK, STEP, RIGHT SHUFFLE, ¼ TURN RIGHT
25&26 Shuffle back left-right-left
27-28 Rock back on right, recover on left
29&30 Shuffle forward right-left-right
31-32 Step forward on left, ¼ turn to right with weight on right
Hands at shoulder height in the tandem position.

LEFT DIP AND LIFT, RIGHT DIP AND LIFT, LEFT GRAPEVINE WITH ½ TURN
33-34 Shift weight to left with knee bent (dip), straighten left knee and lift left shoulder
35-36 Shift weight to right with knee bent (dip), straighten right knee and lift right shoulder
37-40 Step left to left, cross step right behind left, step left to left beginning a ½ turn to left, brush

right to finish the ½ turn to left.
Drop left hands while turning, right hands will pass over the lady's head. Rejoin hands at waist level. Couple
will be facing ILOD with man in front of lady

RIGHT DIP AND LIFT, LEFT DIP AND LIFT, ¼ AND ½ LEFT PADDLE TURNS
41-42 Shift weight to right with knee bent (dip), straighten right knee and lift right shoulder
43-44 Shift weight to left with knee bent (dip), straighten left knee and lift left shoulder
45-46 Dropping right hands, step slightly forward on right, ¼ paddle turn to left with weight on left
47-48 Step slightly forward on right, ½ paddle turn to left with weight on left.
Left hands will pass over the lady's head. Rejoin right hands at the lady's shoulder in cape position

REPEAT
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